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A Philosophy of Judge Adaptation
1. Assuming you want to win, the judge is 

always right; Don’t upset the judge! 
(take care in pre-round behavior and 
questions)

2. Adaptation is a valuable “real world” 
skill – this is how you would find 
success in professional sales, in the 
corporate boardroom, in the law, or 
elsewhere.

3. Before adaptation is possible, 
knowledge about the judge is required



How Does One Learn About a Judge?

1. Make sure your debaters can access judge 
paradigms from UIL State Debate (Google: “UIL LD 
State Judges” or “UIL CX State Judges” – even if your 
current tournament is not UIL State, the judge may 
have a paradigm posted there. You can also search 
in tabroom.com at 
https://www.tabroom.com/index/paradigm.mhtml 

2. Have you had the judge before? Consider starting 
your own squad file of judge experiences with an 
alpha list of judges including significant comments 
made on ballots. Keep it all positive and 
constructive!! (you never know who may later see it)

https://www.tabroom.com/index/paradigm.mhtml


Key Adaptation Questions:

1. Technical or Lay Judge?

2. What about Speed?

3. Model for Judging: Stock 
Issues, Policy Maker, or 
Tabula Rasa?



Technical Judge
This is an ex-debater, current or 

former debate coach

Using the UIL Paradigm Codes:
A = policy debater in high school
B = coach policy debate in high school
C = coach policy debate in college
D = college NDT debate
E = college CEDA debate
J = college LD debate
K = college parliamentary debate

What Does It Mean? 
They will flow the debate
They most likely will know the arguments on 

the current topic
They know debate jargon, like “inherency,” 

“disad,” or “kritik”



Lay Judge
How will you know? You most 

likely will not have a paradigm 
for them; you will notice they 
are not flowing the round.

What Does It Mean? 
Much less concern about “line-by-line” debate
Speak slower
Less quantity of evidence and more emphasis 

on author qualifications
More emphasis on general persuasion skills and 

explanations of arguments
Be very careful about strategic concessions – 

the strategy will have to be clearly 
explained.



What About Speed?

Does the judge address it on 
their paradigm?

If you are unfamiliar with the 
judge, watch them 
carefully to see if they are 
flowing.

Some experienced judges will 
put down their pen as a 
signal or they may even say 
something like “clear”



Policy or CX: Does the Judge Identify a Model?
Stock Issues Judge: 

About 50% of the 123 Judge Pool; 30% of 456)
Traditional Legal Model
Affirmative has “burden of proof”
Negative can win on any one of Topicality, Significance of 

Harm, Inherency, Solvency, Disadvantage

Policy Maker Judge: 
Legislative Model
Key question: Do the advantages outweigh the disadvantages?
De-emphasis on Inherency

Tabula Rasa or Game Playing Judge: 
No Model: More likely to welcome counterplan, kritik, or conditional 

arguments from the negative

























LD: Value or Policy Focus? 
Value Focus: 

A Core Value, a Value Criterion, Application of the Resolution to 
the Criterion

There is no presentation of a ”plan” or “counterplan”
While supporting evidence is expected, the focus is on clear 

explanation of the evidence and on persuasion

Policy Focus: 
Often called “Progressive” (erroneously in my opinion)
Both affirmative and negative focus on a particular instance of 

the resolution that they will sometimes call a plan or 
counterplan

More likely to follow the speed, line-by-line, and heavy 
evidence focus format of policy debate














